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density functional theory 1,2 (DFT) is the base of modern computational approaches to electronic structures. Their accuracy vitally relies on the exchange-correlation energy functional, where all the electron-electron interaction beyond the classical Coulomb one are encapsulated.
Improving the functional has long been the major topic of DFT but the past approaches remain heuristic rather than systematic.
Here we demonstrate a systematic way to machine-learn the functional from accurate density and energy calculated for a few molecules. After relating the density and energy with a flexible feed-forward neural network, the network is optimized to reproduce the accurate ones within KS-DFT, of which the exchange-correlation potential is obtained by taking functional derivatives with a help of the back-propagation method 3 . The machine-learnt functionals show comparable or improved accuracies to the existing ones. In addition, one can naturally extend the scheme to a non-local one by simply adding the nodes connected to the hidden layers, thus allowing to construct various functionals of different accuracy and complexity. This novel approach thus paves a way to enriching the DFT framework by utilizing the rapidly advancing machine learning techniques.
In KS-DFT, solution of the KS equation
+V ion (r)+ dr ′ n(r ′ ) |r−r ′ | +V xc (r) ϕ i (r) = ε i ϕ i (r), (1) with the density n(r) calculated by summing |ϕ i (r)| 2 for all the occupied states, yields the total energy as well as electron density distribution of an interacting electron system under the ionic potential V ion . The exchangecorrelation (xc) potential V xc is ideally a non-local functional of the whole distribution of the density, where its value at r is affected by {n(r)}, but its explicit form has yet been elusive. Enormous effort has been devoted to heuristically develop the functional either in a purely local form, where V xc (r) depends only on n(r), in a form semi-locally corrected using gradient ∇n(r), or in a form non-locally corrected with {ϕ i }, thereby gradually climbing the so-called Jacob's ladder 4 of accuracy in exchange for complexity and cost-up. However, in order to determine the formulas including those components, one generally has to exploit elaborate combinations of the perturbation theory, analyses of asymptotic behaviors of physical quantities, and fitting to references such as numerically expensive calculations and experimental observations. Medvedev and coworkers have warned that some modern functionals thus formulated could yield less-accurate density distribution than those from previous ones 5 . The pivotal problem is that, unlike the perturbation theory for the physical quantities 6 , the formula of V xc cannot be directly derived since it is defined implicitlythe function that reproduce the exact n(r) through Eq. 1 for any systems. Alternatively, a machine-learning approach have been proposed to construct an explicit form of V xc 7 . There, the neural network as the mapping n → V xc is trained with accurate reference pair(s) of the [n, V xc ] prepared by solving numerically interacting Hamiltonian. The NN potential thus trained has been demonstrated to be applicable also to other systems (transferable) for a low dimensional model case. Along this line, we explore a widely transferable NN-based density functional for realistic systems.
Precisely, we assume the following form for the xcenergy E xc [n] to obtain the xc-potential by V xc (r) = δE xc /δn(r):
where g[n](r) represents any variables depending on density distribution around r. Most of existing functionals adopt local spin density approximation(LSDA) 8, 9 , generalized gradient approximation(GGA) [10] [11] [12] , or meta-
2 ) respectively. In this study, the xc-energy density ε xc is formulated with the feed-forward NN with H layers, which is a vector-tovector mapping u → v represented by
The h i represent the i-th layer of NN, where the input vector x is non-linearly transformed by the activation function f after the linear transformation by the weight parameters W i and b i . The biggest advantage of using NN is that this form can represent any well-behaved functions with arbitrary numerical error by increasing the number of nodes 16 (the dimension of the matrices W 1 , . . . , W H ). Here we define u as the local values g[n](r) and v as one-dimensional vector ε xc (r) (see Method for the exact definition). In the functional derivative of E xc /n(r) to obtain V xc (r), we can utilize the backpropagation method 3 , which is an efficient algorithm to calculate the chain rules in a NN. This NN form therefore relates {n(r)} and {V xc (r)}, and is incorporated in the KS equation.
We prepared four cases for the input vector g; LSDA, GGA, meta-GGA and also a new formulation we call "near region approximation" (NRA) g[n](r) = (n(r), ζ(r), s(r), τ (r), R(r)), where R(r) ≡ dr ′ n(r ′ ) exp(−|r − r ′ |/σ). Gunnarsson et al. 17 showed that such an averaged density around r describes ε xc (r) efficiently, therefore we combine it into the g of meta-GGA. It is emphasized that theoretical determination of a functional including such a non-locality is impractically complex without using a systematic machine-learning approach.
To train the NN, we need as many accurate training dataset as the NN parameters, which are obtained from numerically expensive calculations or experimental observations. In some construction of existing functionals, scalar quantities such as energies of many systems are referred of many systems of the parameters. We, on the other hand, take the whole electron density distribution of a few systems as the target. The requirement of reproducing {n(r)} over the three-dimensional space through solving the KS equation makes this task a (over-)determined problem with a sufficient number of numerical grid points. Also, unlike the major application of the machine-learning scheme to electronic structures, which avoids solving the KS equation [18] [19] [20] , this method targets the functional incorporated in the KS equation, which treats non-interacting kinetic energy explicitly, and thus burdens less with the machine-learning. Thanks to these advantages of the present strategy, the NN-based functional can learn the electron's characters efficiently even with a few systems, which significantly reduces the prerequisite cost of preparing the training dataset.
The training dataset were prepared by accurate electronic structure calculations 21, 22 for three small molecules H 2 O, NH 3 , and NO in their optimum atomic configurations. Note that this choice includes a spinpolarized system (NO), which is necessary to determine the dependency on the spin polarization ζ. The training was performed by Metropolis-type update of the weight parameters in the NN to minimize the error function regarding the atomization energies and density distributions: difference between those in the training dataset and those obtained by solving the KS equation with the NN-based functional.
Using the optimized NN functionals, we calculated properties of the hundreds of systems 22, 23 , most of which are not included in the training dataset ( Table 1) . The performances are compared with the existing analytical LSDA 8, 9 , GGA 10-12 , meta-GGA [13] [14] [15] , and hybrid [24] [25] [26] functionals. For all of the properties, even for unreferenced ones (the barrier heights and total energies), the NN-based functionals show better or comparable accuracies to the existing functionals in the respective levels. Remarkably, for the atomization energies, the NNbased NRA type functional shows the comparable accuracy to the hybrid functionals, which are fitted to far more reference dataset(100∼). The NN-based functionals seems to have successfully extracted, from the small training dataset, electron's common characters which are crucial to accuracies for many other systems. Because of this NN's capability of capturing common characters, accuracies for unreferenced systems are expected to improve more by adding further available data of related systems. Also, by adding variables in functionals, the energy-related accuracies are systematically improved as well as accuracies for density distributions, as exhibited in Fig. 1 . This result shows that systematic improvement of the functional is realized by adding further variables to g and training with density distributions as recently suggested by Medvedev et al 5 . We also applied the trained NN-based meta-GGA functional to C 2 H 2 and N 2 , comparing to the existing meta-GGA functionals as shown in Fig.2 . The smooth curves are not guaranteed in usual machine-learning methods skipping solving the KS equation, such as directly learning the energy-related quantities as a functional of atomic configurations [18] [19] [20] . This signifies the advantage of explicit solution of the KS equation, where the kinetic energy operator mitigates unphysical noises in the electron density due to the possible overfitting, leading to the transferability of the functional out of the training dataset, as shown in ref. 8 .
The NN-based meta-GGA functional are analyzed by plotting enhancement factor from the xc-functional of LSDA 8, 9 ,
which corresponds to energy density at the uniform electron gas(UEG) limit. As shown in Fig. 3 , the NN-based functional behaves similarly in some parts to the analytical functionals. Especially, at the UEG limit (upper left panel), our functional shows close behavior to LSDA, even though there is no constraint to converge to the LSDA at the limit. Constructing xc-functional with the machine-learning approach can thus bypass the steps where human intuition is involved, such as introducing theoretically available approximations, representing the functional form in an analytically tractable form, or constraining asymptotic behaviors at some limits. In summary, we propose the machine-learning approach to systematic development of the xc-functional in the KS DFT. Note that the NN-based functionals are constructed with minimal assumption on the functional form, unlike the existing functionals referring to several theoretical constraints which are available for human beings. Our results suggest that a systematic improvement can be further conducted with a rather simple procedure: Prepare a maximally flexible NN-based functional form and train it with some physical/chemical quanti-ties and electron density distributions in some systems. These procedure yields comparable or even better functionals compared to the existing functionals constructed with the physical consideration, along which additional variables, such as R, are incorporated with less human effort. Unlike the improvement by introducing orbitaldependent terms 4 , our method keeps the classical framework of solving the KS equation with the ordinary DFT computational cost, which enables us widely transferable calculations. The present success exemplifies a novel path toward the numerically exact functionals alternative to the Jacob's ladder.
DATA AVAILABILITY
The weights of the optimized NN parameters for the LSDA, GGA, meta-GGA and NRA cases are available in https://github.com/ml-electron-project/NNfunctional. We formulate the xc-energy density as
The first factor n 1 3 corresponds to the Slater exchange energy density 8 , and the second one is from spin-scaling approximation for exchange energy of uniformly-spinpolarized electron gas 27 . They are the minimal physical conditions introduced to initial state of the NN close to the goal. The remaining correction G NN xc is constructed using the NN defined in Eq.3 with four layers:
Note that each element of g is preprocessed as shown below if included:
These transformations are introduced to facilitate the optimization of NN by making g dimensionless, suppressing the change in the magnitude, and regularizing so that the variance ranges of all elements become similar to one another. For the activation function f , we adopted the non-linear activation function named "Exponential Linear Unit" 28 , which is defined as f (x) = max(0, x) + min(0, e x − 1). The last layer h H is designed to keep the value of ε xc to non-positive. The dimensions of the parameter matrices and bias vectors are as follows: dimW 1 = N × 100, dimW 2 = dimW 3 = 100 × 100, dimW 4 = 100 × 1, dimb 1 = dimb 2 = dimb 3 = 100, dimb 4 = 1), where N represents the number of elements in g.
B. Functional with non-local density distribution.
We suggest a simple functional form treating nonlocality:
g local (r) represents (semi-)local variables such as n(r), s(r), or τ (r). d(r, r ′ ) is a weight function to include non-locality which vanishes at |r − r ′ | → ∞ limit. The functional derivative can be done as:
where e xc (r) represents n(r)ε xc (g[n](r)). We implemented those integration numerically on the same grid pints to those used in the exchange-correlation integration. The cost of evaluating the xc-potential on all grids is proportional to the square of system size. In this work, we defined the g as exp (−|r − r ′ |/σ). σ was fixed to 0.2 Bohr, which was derived from the inverse of the Fermi wavenumber in the H 2 O molecule estimated from the density distribution calculated by the CCSD calculation (averaged over the grids used for the numerical integration). The length is known to be the typical distance where the contribution to exchange-correlation hole at r from r ′ decays 17 .
C. Training the NN-based functional.
We use the Monte Carlo method by repeating the following steps to train the NN:
1. At the t-th iteration, add a perturbation δw t to weights w t in NN. w represents both elements in the matrices {W i } and the vectors {b i }. Each element in δw t is generated randomly from normal distribution N (0, δw).
Conduct the KS-DFT calculation for the target
molecules and atoms to evaluate the cost function ∆ i err in Eq.14 using the NN-based functional with the weight-parameters w t + δw t .
3. According to a random number p generated from uniform distribution in (0,1) and the acceptance ratio P defined as below, decide whether to accept or reject the weight-perturbation δw t .
If P > 1: Set w t+1 = w t and restart from step 1. If p < P < 1: Set w t+1 = w t +δw and restart from step 1. If P < p: Set w t+1 = w t + δw and restart from step 2.
We repeated those steps with making δw and T smaller, until the error function becomes small enough. The cost function ∆ err is defined as:
∆ G2 AE represents the absolute deviation of the atomization energy in hartree from the G2 calculation. The ∆ CCSD n represents the error between n obtained by the DFT and the CCSD calculation:
where N e represents the number of electrons in the molecule M . The integrations are conducted numerically on grid points which is the same to those used in exchange-correlation integration of KS equation (See PySCF 29 document for details, the default DFT setting is adopted in all calculation through this work.). c 2 /c 1 was fixed to 10 hartree through the training.
In the training of each NN-based functional, the whole steps were conducted for about 300 times. The initial T and δW are set to 0.1 and 0.001. At the final step, they are reduced to 0.06 and 0.0005 respectively. The whole steps were conducted in parallel with 160 threads by ISSP System C, and the weight parameters which minimize the cost function the most were adopted finally.
D. Calculation conditions.
All of the DFT and the CCSD calculation in our work were implemented using PySCF 29 code with 6-311++G(3df,3pd) basis set was used for both in training of NN-based functionals and in testing accuracies of the functionals. For the NN implementation, we used Pytorch package 30 . Horizontal axis shows the bond length, and vertical axis shows relative energy from the atomized limit (E atomized ). The green dashed lines and "x" marks show the bond lengths and the atomization energies from experiments 22 . The "o" mark shows the peak of each curve.
FIG. 3:
Behaviors of functionals around typical ranges of density distributions. The vertical axis are difend as eq.. Meta-GGA type functionals have four variables, and the panels show the dependence on one of them while the others are fixed. r s ≡ (3/4πn) 1/3 represents average distance between electrons. τ unif ≡ (3/10)(3π 2 ) 2/3 n 5/3 , τ W ≡ |∇n| 2 /8n represents τ at UEG limit and single-orbital limit respectively 13 .
